
Parallel and Distributed Data Mining:An IntrodutionMohammed J. ZakiComputer Siene DepartmentRensselaer Polytehni InstituteTroy, NY 12180zaki�s.rpi.eduhttp://www.s.rpi.edu/�zakiAbstrat. The explosive growth in data olletion in business and si-enti� �elds has literally fored upon us the need to analyze and mineuseful knowledge from it. Data mining refers to the entire proess ofextrating useful and novel patterns/models from large datasets. Dueto the huge size of data and amount of omputation involved in da-ta mining, high-performane omputing is an essential omponent forany suessful large-sale data mining appliation. This hapter presentsa survey on large-sale parallel and distributed data mining algorithmsand systems, serving as an introdution to the rest of this volume. It alsodisusses the issues and hallenges that must be overome for designingand implementing suessful tools for large-sale data mining.1 IntrodutionData Mining and Knowledge Disovery in Databases (KDD) is a new interdis-iplinary �eld merging ideas from statistis, mahine learning, databases, andparallel and distributed omputing. It has been engendered by the phenomenalgrowth of data in all spheres of human endeavor, and the eonomi and sienti�need to extrat useful information from the olleted data. The key hallenge indata mining is the extration of knowledge and insight from massive databases.Data mining refers to the overall proess of disovering new patterns or build-ing models from a given dataset. There are many steps involved in the KDDenterprise whih inlude data seletion, data leaning and preproessing, datatransformation and redution, data-mining task and algorithm seletion, and�nally post-proessing and interpretation of disovered knowledge [1, 2℄. ThisKDD proess tends to be highly iterative and interative.Typially data mining has the two high level goals of predition and desrip-tion [1℄. In predition, we are interested in building a model that will preditunknown or future values of attributes of interest, based on known values of someattributes in the database. In KDD appliations, the desription of the data inhuman-understandable terms is equally if not more important than predition.Two main forms of data mining an be identi�ed [3℄. In veri�ation-driven da-ta mining the user postulates a hypothesis, and the system tries to validate it.



2 ZakiThe ommon veri�ation-driven operations inlude query and reporting, multi-dimensional analysis or On-Line Analytial Proessing (OLAP), and statistialanalysis. Disovery-driven mining, on the other hand, automatially extratsnew information from data, and forms the main fous of this survey. The typialdisovery-driven tasks inlude assoiation rules, sequential patterns, lassi�a-tion and regression, lustering, similarity searh, deviation detetion, et.While data mining has its roots in the traditional �elds of mahine learningand statistis, the sheer volume of data today poses the most serious problem.For example, many ompanies already have data warehouses in the terabyterange (e.g., FedEx, UPS, Walmart). Similarly, sienti� data is reahing gigantiproportions (e.g., NASA spae missions, Human Genome Projet). Traditionalmethods typially made the assumption that the data is memory resident. Thisassumption is no longer tenable. Implementation of data mining ideas in high-performane parallel and distributed omputing environments is thus beomingruial for ensuring system salability and interativity as data ontinues to growinexorably in size and omplexity.Parallel data mining (PDM) deals with tightly-oupled systems inludingshared-memory systems (SMP), distributed-memory mahines (DMM), or lus-ters of SMP workstations (CLUMPS) with a fast interonnet. Distributed datamining (DDM), on the other hand, deals with loosely-oupled systems suh as aluster over a slow Ethernet loal-area network. It also inludes geographiallydistributed sites over a wide-area network like the Internet. The main di�erenesbetween PDM to DDM are best understood if view DDM as a gradual transitionfrom tightly-oupled, �ne-grained parallel mahines to loosely-oupled medium-grained LAN of workstations, and �nally very oarse-grained WANs. There isin fat a signi�ant overlap between the two areas, espeially at the medium-grained level where is it hard to draw a line between them.In another view, we an think of PDM as an essential omponent of a DDMarhiteture. An individual site in DDM an be a superomputer, a luster ofSMPs, or a single workstation. In other words, eah site supports PDM loally.Multiple PDM sites onstitute DDM, muh like the urrent trend in meta- orsuper-omputing. Thus the main di�erene between PDM and DDM is that ofsale, ommuniation osts, and data distribution. While, in PDM, SMPs anshare the entire database and onstrut a global mined model, DMMs generallypartition the database, but still generate global patterns/models. On the otherhand, in DDM, it is typially not feasible to share or ommuniate data at all;loal models are built at eah site, and are then merged/ombined via variousmethods.PDM is the ideal hoie in organizations with entralized data-stores, whileDDM is essential in ases where there are multiple distributed datasets. In fat, asuessful large-sale data mining e�ort requires a hybrid PDM/DDM approah,where parallel tehniques are used to optimize the loal mining at a site, andwhere distributed tehniques are then used to onstrut global or onsensus pat-terns/models, while minimizing the amount of data and results ommuniated.In this hapter we adopt this uni�ed view of PDM and DDM.



Parallel and Distributed Data Mining 3This hapter provides an introdution to parallel and distributed data min-ing. We begin by explaining the PDM/DDM algorithm design spae, and thengo on to survey urrent parallel and distributed algorithms for assoiations, se-quenes, lassi�ation and lustering, whih are the most ommon mining teh-niques. We also inlude a setion on reent systems for distributed mining. Afterreviewing the open hallenges in PDM/DDM, we onlude by providing a road-map for the rest of this volume.2 Parallel and Distributed Data MiningParallel and distributed omputing is expeted to relieve urrent mining meth-ods from the sequential bottlenek, providing the ability to sale to massivedatasets, and improving the response time. Ahieving good performane on to-day's multiproessor systems is a non-trivial task. The main hallenges inludesynhronization and ommuniation minimization, work-load balaning, �ndinggood data layout and data deomposition, and disk I/O minimization, whih isespeially important for data mining.2.1 Parallel Design SpaeThe parallel design spae spans a number of systems and algorithmi omponentsinluding the hardware platform, the kind of parallelism exploited, the loadbalaning strategy, the data layout and the searh proedure used.Distributed Memory Mahines vs. Shared Memory Systems The performaneoptimization objetives hange depending on the underlying arhiteture. InDMMs synhronization is impliit in message passing, so the goal beomes om-muniation optimization. For shared-memory systems, synhronization happensvia loks and barriers, and the goal is to minimize these points. Data deom-position is very important for distributed memory, but not for shared memory.While parallel I/O omes for \free" in DMMs, it an be problemati for SMPmahines, whih typially serialize I/O. The main hallenge for obtaining goodperformane on DMM is to �nd a good data deomposition among the nodes, andto minimize ommuniation. For SMP the objetives are to ahieve good dataloality, i.e., maximize aesses to loal ahe, and to avoid/redue false sharing,i.e., minimize the ping-pong e�et where multiple proessors may be trying tomodify di�erent variables whih oinidentally reside on the same ahe line.For today's non-uniform memory aess (NUMA) hybrid and/or hierarhialmahines (e.g., luster of SMPs), the optimization parameters draw from boththe DMM and SMP paradigms.Another lassi�ation of the di�erent arhitetures omes from the databaseliterature. Here, shared-everything refers to the shared-memory paradigm, with aglobal shared memory and ommon disks among all the mahines. Shared-nothingrefers to distributed-memory arhiteture, with a loal memory and disk for eahproessor. A third paradigm alled shared-disks refers to the mixed ase whereproessors have loal memories, but aess ommon disks [4, 5℄.



4 ZakiTask vs. Data Parallelism These are the two main paradigms for exploiting algo-rithm parallelism. Data parallelism orresponds to the ase where the databaseis partitioned among P proessors. Eah proessor works on its loal partitionof the database, but performs the same omputation of evaluating andidatepatterns/models. Task parallelism orresponds to the ase where the proessorsperform di�erent omputations independently, suh as evaluating a disjoint setof andidates, but have/need aess to the entire database. SMPs have aessto the entire data, but for DMMs this an be done via seletive repliation orexpliit ommuniation of the loal data. Hybrid parallelism ombining bothtask and data parallelism is also possible, and in fat desirable for exploiting allavailable parallelism in data mining methods.Stati vs. Dynami Load Balaning In stati load balaning work is initially par-titioned among the proessors using some heuristi ost funtion, and there isno subsequent data or omputation movement to orret load imbalanes whihresult from the dynami nature of mining algorithms. Dynami load balan-ing seeks to address this by stealing work from heavily loaded proessors andre-assigning it to lightly loaded ones. Computation movement also entails datamovement, sine the proessor responsible for a omputational task needs thedata assoiated with that task as well. Dynami load balaning thus inurs ad-ditional osts for work/data movement, but it is bene�ial if the load imbalaneis large and if load hanges with time. Dynami load balaning is espeiallyimportant in multi-user environments with transient loads and in heterogeneousplatforms, whih have di�erent proessor and network speeds. These kinds of en-vironments inlude parallel servers, and heterogeneous, meta-lusters. With veryfew exeptions, most extant parallel mining algorithms use only a stati loadbalaning approah that is inherent in the initial partitioning of the databaseamong available nodes. This is beause they assume a dediated, homogeneousenvironment.Horizontal vs. Vertial Data Layout The standard input database for miningis a relational table having N rows, also alled feature vetors, transations, orreords, andM olumns, also alled dimensions, features, or attributes. The datalayout an be row-wise or olumn-wise. Many data mining algorithms assume ahorizontal or row-wise database layout, where they store, as a unit, eah trans-ation (tid), along with the attribute values for that transation. Other methodsuse a vertial or olumn-wise database layout, where they assoiate with eah at-tribute a list of all tids (alled tidlist) ontaining the item, and the orrespondingattribute value in that transation. Certain mining operations a more eÆientusing a horizontal format, while others are more eÆient using a vertial format.Complete vs. Heuristi Candidate Generation The �nal results of a miningmethod may be sets, sequenes, rules, trees, networks, et., ranging from sim-ple patterns to more omplex models, based on ertain searh riteria. In theintermediate steps several andidate patterns or partial models are evaluated,and the �nal result ontains only the ones that satisfy the (user-spei�ed) input



Parallel and Distributed Data Mining 5parameters. Mining algorithms an di�er in the way new andidates are generat-ed for evaluation. One approah is that of omplete searh, whih is guaranteedto generate and test all valid andidates onsistent with the data. Note thatompleteness doesn't mean exhaustive, sine pruning an be used to eliminateuseless branhes in the searh spae. Heuristi generation sari�es ompletenessfor the sake of speed. At eah step, it only examines a limited number (or onlyone) of \good" branhes. Random searh is also possible. Generally, the moreomplex the mined model, the more the tendeny towards heuristi or greedysearh.Candidate and Data Partitioning An easy way to disuss the many paralleland distributed mining methods is to desribe them in terms of the omputa-tion and data partitioning methods used. For example, the database itself anbe shared (in shared-memory or shared-disk arhitetures), partially or totallyrepliated, or partitioned (using round-robin, hash, or range sheduling) amongthe available nodes (in distributed-memory arhitetures).Similarly, the andidate onepts generated and evaluated in the di�erentmining methods an be shared, repliated or partitioned. If they are sharedthen all proessors evaluate a single opy of the andidate set. In the repliatedapproah the andidate onepts are repliated on eah mahine, and are �rstevaluated loally, before global results are obtained by merging them. Finally, inthe partitioned approah, eah proessor generates and tests a disjoint andidateonept set.In the setions below we desribe parallel and distributed algorithms for someof the typial disovery-driven mining tasks inluding assoiations, sequenes,deision tree lassi�ation and lustering. Table 1 summarizes in list form whereeah parallel algorithm for eah of the above mining tasks lies in the designspae. It would help the reader to refer to the table while reading the algorithmdesriptions below.2.2 Assoiation RulesGiven a database of transations, where eah transation onsists of a set ofitems, assoiation disovery �nds all the item sets that frequently our together,the so alled frequent itemsets, and also the rules among them. An example ofan assoiation ould be that, \40% of people who buy Jane Austen's Pride andPrejudie also buy Sense and Sensibility." Potential appliation areas inludeatalog design, store layout, ustomer segmentation, teleommuniation alarmdiagnosis, et.The Apriori [6℄ method serves as the base algorithm for the vast majorityof parallel assoiation algorithms. Apriori uses a omplete, bottom-up searh,with a horizontal data layout and enumerates all frequent itemsets. Apriori is aniterative algorithm that ounts itemsets of a spei� length in a given databasepass. The proess starts by sanning all transations in the database and om-puting the frequent items. Next, a set of potentially frequent andidate itemsets



6ZakiAlgorithm Base Algorithm Mahine Parallelism LoadBal DB Layout Conepts DatabaseAssoiation Rule MiningCD, PEAR, PDM, FDM, NPA Apriori DMM Data Stati Horizontal Repliated PartitionedDD, SPA, IDD Apriori DMM Task Stati Horizontal Partitioned PartitionedHD Apriori DMM Hybrid Hybrid Horizontal Hybrid PartitionedCCPD Apriori SMP Data Stati Horizontal Shared PartitionedCandD, HPA, HPA-ELD Apriori DMM Task Stati Horizontal Partitioned Partially RepliatedPCCD Apriori SMP Task Stati Horizontal Partitioned SharedAPM DIC SMP Task Stati Horizontal Shared PartitionedPPAR Partition DMM Task Stati Horizontal Repliated PartitionedPE, PME, PC, PMC Elat, Clique CLUMPS Task Stati Vertial Partitioned Partially RepliatedSequene MiningNPSPM GSP DMM Data Stati Horizontal Repliated PartitionedSPSPM GSP DMM Task Stati Horizontal Partitioned PartitionedHPSPM GSP DMM Task Stati Horizontal Partitioned Partially RepliatedpSPADE SPADE SMP Task Dynami Vertial Partitioned SharedD-MSDD MSDD DMM Task Stati Horizontal Partitioned RepliatedDeision Tree Classi�ationSPRINT, SLIQ/R, SLIQ/D, SalParC SLIQ/SPRINT DMM Data Stati Vertial Repliated PartitionedDP-att, DP-re, PDT C4.5 DMM Data Stati Horizontal Repliated PartitionedMWK SPRINT SMP Data Dynami Vertial Shared SharedSUBTREE SPRINT SMP Hybrid Dynami Vertial Partitioned PartitionedHTF SPRINT DMM Hybrid Dynami Vertial Partitioned PartitionedpCLOUDS CLOUDS DMM Hybrid Dynami Horizontal Partitioned PartitionedClusteringP-CLUSTER K-Means DMM Data Stati Horizontal Repliated PartitionedMAFIA - DMM Task Stati Horizontal Partitioned PartitionedTable 1. Design Spae for Parallel Mining Algorithms: Assoiations, Sequenes, Classi�ation and Clustering.



Parallel and Distributed Data Mining 7of length 2 is formed from the frequent items. Another database san is madeto obtain their supports. The frequent itemsets are retained for the next pass,and the proess is repeated until all frequent itemsets (of various lengths) havebeen enumerated.Other sequential methods for assoiations that have been parallelized, in-lude DHP [7℄, whih tries to redue the number of andidates by olletingapproximate ounts (using hash tables) in the previous level. These ounts anbe used to rule out many andidates in the urrent pass that annot possibly befrequent. The Partition algorithm [8℄ minimizes I/O by sanning the databaseonly twie. It partitions the database into small hunks whih an be handled inmemory. In the �rst pass it generates a set of all potentially frequent itemsets,and in the seond pass it ounts their global frequeny. In both phases it uses avertial database layout. The DIC algorithm [9℄ dynamially ounts andidatesof varying length as the database san progresses, and thus is able to redue thenumber of sans.A ompletely di�erent design haraterizes the equivalene lass based algo-rithms (Elat, MaxElat, Clique, and MaxClique) proposed by Zaki et al. [10℄.These methods utilize a vertial database format, omplete searh, a mix ofbottom-up and hybrid searh, and generate a mix of maximal and non-maximalfrequent itemsets. The algorithms utilize the strutural properties of frequentitemsets to failitate fast disovery. The items are organized in a subset lattiesearh spae, whih is deomposed into small independent hunks or sub-latties,whih an be solved in memory. EÆient lattie traversal tehniques are used,whih quikly identify all the frequent itemsets via tidlist intersetions.Repliated or Shared Candidates, Partitioned Database The andidateonepts in assoiation mining are the frequent itemsets. A ommon paradigm forparallel assoiation mining is to partition the database in equal-sized horizontalbloks, with the andidate itemsets repliated on all proessors. For Apriori-based parallel methods, in eah iteration, eah proessor omputes the frequenyof the andidate set in its loal database partition. This is followed by a sum-redution to obtain the global frequeny. The infrequent itemsets are disarded,while the frequent ones are used to generate the andidates for the next iteration.Barring minor di�erenes, the methods that follow this data-parallel ap-proah inlude PEAR [11℄, PDM [12℄, Count Distribution (CD) [13℄, FDM [14℄,Non-Partitioned Apriori (NPA) [15℄, and CCPD [16℄. CCPD uses shared-memorymahines, and thus maintains a shared andidate set among all proessors. Italso parallelizes the andidate generation.The other algorithms use distributed-memory mahines. PDM, based on DH-P, prunes andidates using approximate ounts from the previous level. It alsodoes parallelizes andidate generation, at the ost of an extra round of ommuni-ation. The remaining methods simply repliate the omputation for andidategeneration. FDM is further optimized to work on distributed sites. It uses novelpruning tehniques to minimize the number of andidates, and thus the ommu-niation during sum-redution.



8 ZakiThe advantage of repliated andidates and partitioned database, for Apriori-based methods, is that they inur only a small amount of ommuniation. Ineah iteration only the frequenies of andidate onepts are exhanged; no datais exhanged. These methods thus outperform the pure partitioned andidatesapproah desribed in the next setion. Their disadvantage is that the aggregatesystem memory is not used e�etively, sine the andidates are repliated.Other parallel algorithms, that use a di�erent base sequential method in-lude APM [17℄, a task-parallel, shared-memory, asynhronous algorithm, basedon DIC. Eah proessor independently applies DIC to its loal partition. Theandidate set is shared among proessors, but is updated asynhronously whena proessor inserts new itemsets.PPAR [11℄, a task-parallel, distributed-memory algorithm, is built upon Par-tition, with the exeption that PPAR uses the horizontal data format. Eahproessor gathers the loally frequent itemsets of all sizes in one pass over theirloal database (whih may be partitioned into hunks as well). All potentiallyfrequent itemsets are then broadast to other proessors. Then eah proessorgathers the ounts of these global andidates in the seond loal pass. Finally abroadast is performed to obtain the globally frequent itemsets.Partitioned Candidates, Partitioned Database Algorithms implementingthis approah inlude Data Distribution (DD) [13℄, Simply-Partitioned Apriori(SPA) [15℄, and Intelligent Data Distribution (IDD) [18℄. All three are Apriori-based, and employ task parallelism on distributed-memory mahines. Here eahproessor omputes the frequeny of a disjoint set of andidates. However, to�nd the global support eah proessor must san the entire database, both itsloal partition, and other proessor's partitions (whih are exhanged in eah it-eration). The main advantage of these methods is that they utilize the aggregatesystem-wide memory by evaluating disjoint andidates, but they are impratialfor any realisti large-sale dataset.The Hybrid Distribution (HD) algorithm [18℄ adopts a middle ground be-tween Data Distribution and Count Distribution. It utilizes the aggregate mem-ory, and also minimizes ommuniation. It partitions the P proessors into Gequal-sized groups. Eah of the G groups is onsidered a super-proessor, andapplies Count Distribution, while the P=G proessors within a group use Intel-ligent Data Distribution. The database is horizontally partitioned among the Gsuper-proessors, and the andidates are partitioned among the P=G proessorsin a group. HD uts down the database ommuniation osts by 1=G.Partitioned Candidates, Seletively Repliated or Shared Database Athird approah is to evaluate a disjoint andidate set and to seletively repliatethe database on eah proessor. Eah proessor has all the information to gener-ate and test andidates asynhronously. Methods in this paradigm are CandidateDistribution (CandD) [13℄, Hash Partitioned Apriori (HPA) [15℄, HPA-ELD [15℄,and PCCD [16℄, all of whih are Apriori-based. PCCD uses SMP mahines, and



Parallel and Distributed Data Mining 9aesses a shared-database, but is not ompetitive with CCPD. Candidate Dis-tribution is also outperformed by Count Distribution. Nevertheless, HPA-ELD,a hybrid between HPA and NPA, was shown to be better than NPA, SPA, andHPA.Zaki et al. [19℄ proposed four algorithms, ParElat (PE), ParMaxElat (PME),ParClique (PC), and ParMaxClique (PMC), targeting hierarhial systems likelusters of SMP mahines. The data is assumed to be vertially partitionedamong the SMP mahines. After an initial tidlist exhange phase and lasssheduling phase, the algorithms proeed asynhronously. In the asynhronousphase eah proessor has available the lasses assigned to it, and the tidlists forall items. Thus eah proessor an independently generate all frequent itemsetsfrom its lasses. No ommuniation or synhronization is required. Further, allavailable memory of the system is used, no in-memory hash trees are needed,and only simple intersetion operations are required for itemset enumeration.Most of the extant assoiation mining methods use a stati load balaningsheme; a dynami load balaning approah on a heterogeneous luster has beenpresented in [20℄. For more detailed surveys of parallel and distributed assoia-tion mining see [21℄ and the hapter by Joshi et al. in this volume.2.3 Sequential PatternsSequene disovery aims at extrating frequent events that ommonly our overa period of time [22℄. An example of a sequential pattern ould be that \70% ofthe people who buy Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudie also buy Emma withina month". Sequential pattern mining deals with purely ategorial domains, asopposed to the real-valued domains used in time-series analysis. Examples ofategorial domains inlude text, DNA, market baskets, et.In essene, sequene mining is \temporal" assoiation mining. However, whileassoiation rules disover only intra-transation patterns (itemsets), we now al-so have to disover inter-transation patterns (sequenes) aross related trans-ations. The set of all frequent sequenes is an superset of the set of frequentitemsets. Hene, sequene searh is muh more omplex and hallenging thanitemset searh, thereby neessitating fast parallel algorithms.Serial algorithms for sequene mining that have been parallelized inludeGSP [23℄, MSDD [24℄, and SPADE [25℄. GSP is designed after Apriori. It om-putes the frequeny of andidate sequenes of length k in iteration k. The an-didates are generated from the frequent sequenes from the previous iteration.MSDD disovers patterns in multiple event sequenes; it explores the rule spaediretly instead of the sequene spae. SPADE is similar to Elat. It uses vertiallayout and temporal joins to ompute frequeny. The searh spae is broken in-to small memory-resident hunks, whih are explored in depth- or breadth-�rstmanner.Three parallel algorithms based on GSP were presented in [26℄. All threemethods use the partitioned database approah, and are distributed-memorybased. NPSPM (with repliated andidates) is equivalent to NPA, SPSPM (withpartitioned andidates) the same as SPA and HPSPM is equivalent to HPA,



10 Zakiwhih have been desribed above. HPSPM performed the best among the three.A parallel and distributed implementation of MSDD was presented in [27℄.A shared-memory, SPADE-based parallel algorithm, utilizing dynami loadbalaning is desribed by Zaki, and new algorithms for parallel sequene miningare also desribed by Joshi et al. in this volume.2.4 Classi�ationClassi�ation aims to assign a new data item to one of several prede�ned ategor-ial lasses [28, 29℄. Sine the �eld being predited is pre-labeled, lassi�ation isalso known as supervised indution. While there are several lassi�ation meth-ods inluding neural networks [30℄ and geneti algorithms [31℄, deision trees [32,33℄ are partiularly suited to data mining, sine they an be onstruted rela-tively quikly, and are simple and easy to understand. Common appliations oflassi�ation inlude redit ard fraud detetion, insurane risk analysis, bankloan approval, et.A deision tree is built using a reursive partitioning approah. Eah internalnode in the tree represents a deision on an attribute, whih splits the databaseinto two or more hildren. Initially the root ontains the entire database, withexamples from mixed lasses. The split point hosen is the one that best separatesor disriminates the lasses. Eah new node is reursively split in the samemanner until a node ontains only one or a majority lass.Deision tree lassi�ers typially use a greedy searh over the spae of allpossible trees; there are simply too many trees to allow a omplete searh. Thesearh is also biased towards simple trees. Existing lassi�ers have used both thehorizontal and vertial database layouts. In parallel deision tree onstrutionthe andidate onepts are the possible split points for all attributes within anode of the expanding tree. For numeri attributes a split point is of the formA � vi, and for ategorial attributes the test takes the form A 2 fv1; v2; :::g,where vi is a value from the domain of attribute A.Below we look at some parallel deision tree methods. Reent surveys onparallel and salable indution methods are also presented in [34, 35℄.Repliated Tree, Partitioned Database SLIQ [36℄ was one of the earliestsalable deision tree lassi�ers. It uses a vertial data format, alled attributelists, allowing it to pre-sort numeri attributes in the beginning, thus avoiding therepeated sorting required at eah node in traditional tree indution. Neverthelessit uses a memory-resident struture alled lass-list, whih grows linearly in thenumber of input reords. SPRINT [37℄ removes this memory dependene, bystoring the lasses as part of the attribute lists. It uses data parallelism, and adistributed-memory platform.In SPRINT and parallel versions of SLIQ, the attribute lists are horizontallypartitioned among all proessors. The deision tree is also repliated on all pro-essors. The tree is onstruted synhronously in a breadth-�rst manner. Eahproessor omputes the best split point, using its loal attribute lists, for all the



Parallel and Distributed Data Mining 11nodes on the urrent tree level. A round of ommuniation takes plae to de-termine the best split point among all proessors. Eah proessor independentlysplits the urrent nodes into new hildren using the best split point, settingthe stage for the next tree level. Sine a horizontal reord is split in multipleattribute lists, a hash table is used to note whih reord belongs to whih hild.The parallelization of SLIQ follows a similar paradigm, exept for the waythe lass list is treated. SLIQ/R uses a repliated lass list, while SLIQ/D usesa distributed lass list. Experiments showed that while SLIQ/D is better ableto exploit available memory, SLIQ/R was better in terms of performane, butSPRINT outperformed both SLIQ/R and SLIQ/D.SalParC [38℄ is also an attribute-list-based parallel lassi�er for distributed-memory mahines. It is similar in design to SLIQ/D (exept that it uses hashtables per node, instead of global lass lists). It uses a novel distributed hashtable for splitting a node, reduing the ommuniation omplexity and memoryrequirements over SPRINT, making it salable to larger datasets.The DP-re and DP-att [39℄ algorithms exploit reord-based and attribute-based data parallelism, respetively. In reord-based data parallelism (also usedin SPRINT, SalParC SLIQ/D and SLIQ/R), the reords or attribute lists arehorizontally partitioned among the proessors. In ontrast, in attribute-baseddata parallelism, the attributes are divided so that eah proessor is responsiblefor an equal number of attributes. In both the shemes proessors ooperate toexpand a tree node. Loal omputations are performed in parallel, followed byinformation exhanges to get a global best split point.Parallel Deision Tree (PDT) [40℄, a distributed-memory, data-parallel algo-rithm, splits the training reords horizontally in equal-sized bloks, among theproessors. It follows a master-slave paradigm, where the master builds the tree,and �nds the best split points. The slaves are responsible for sending lass fre-queny statistis to the master. For ategorial attributes, eah proessor gathersloal lass frequenies, and forwards them to the master. For numeri attributes,eah proessor sorts the loal values, �nds lass frequenies for split points, andexhanges these with all other slaves. Eah slave an then alulate the best loalsplit point, whih is sent to the master, who then selets the best global splitpoint.Shared Tree, Shared Database MWK (and its preursors BASIC and FWK)[41℄, a shared-memory implementation based on SPRINT uses this approah.MWK uses dynami attribute-based data parallelism. Multiple proessors o-operate to build a shared deision tree in a breadth-�rst manner. Using a dy-nami sheduling sheme, eah proessor aquires an attribute for any tree nodeat the urrent level, and evaluates the split points, before proessing anotherattribute. The proessor that evaluates the last attribute of a tree node, alsoomputes the best split point for that node. Similarly, the attribute lists aresplit among the hildren using attribute parallelism.



12 ZakiHybrid Tree Parallelism SUBTREE [41℄ uses dynami task parallelism (thatexists in di�erent sub-trees) ombined with data parallelism on shared-memorysystems. Initially all proessors belong to one group, and apply data parallelismat the root. One new hild nodes are formed, the proessors are also partitionedinto groups, so that a group of hild nodes an be proessed in parallel by aproessor group. If the tree nodes assoiated with a proessor group beomepure (i.e., ontain examples from a single lass), then these proessors join someother ative group.The Hybrid Tree Formulation (HTF) in [42℄ is very similar to SUBTREE.HTF uses distributed memory mahines, and thus data redistribution is requiredin HTF when assigning a set of nodes to a proessor group, so that the proessorgroup has all reords relevant to an assigned node.pCLOUDS [43℄ is a distributed-memory parallelization of CLOUDS [44℄. Itdoes not require attribute lists or the pre-sorting for numeri attributes; insteadit samples the split points for numeri attributes followed by an estimation stepto narrow the searh spae for the best split. It thus redues both omputationand I/O requirements. pCLOUDS employs a mixed parallelism approah. Ini-tially, data parallelism is applied for nodes with many reords. All small nodesare queued to be proessed later using task parallelism. Before proessing smallnodes the data is redistributed so that all required data is available loally at aproessor.2.5 ClusteringClustering is used to partition database reords into subsets or lusters, suhthat elements of a luster share a set of ommon properties that distinguishthem from other lusters [45{48℄. The goal is to maximize intra-luster and min-imize inter-luster similarity. Unlike lassi�ation whih has prede�ned labels,lustering must in essene automatially ome up with the labels. For this rea-son lustering is also alled unsupervised indution. Appliations of lusteringinlude demographi or market segmentation for identifying ommon traits ofgroups of people, disovering new types of stars in datasets of stellar objets,and so on.The K-means algorithm is a popular lustering method. The idea is to ran-domly pik K data points as luster enters. Next, eah reord or point is assignedto the luster it is losest to in terms of squared-error or Eulidean distane. Anew enter is omputed by taking the mean of all points in a luster, setting thestage for the next iteration. The proess stops when the luster enters easeto hange. Parallelization of K-means reeived a lot of attention in the past.Di�erent parallel methods, mainly using hyperube omputers, appear in [49{52℄. We do not desribe these methods in detail, sine they used only smallmemory-resident datasets.Hierarhial lustering represents another ommon paradigm. These methodsstart with a set of distint points, eah forming its own luster. Then reursive-ly, two lusters that are lose are merged into one, until all points belong to



Parallel and Distributed Data Mining 13a single luster. In [49, 53℄, parallel hierarhial agglomerative lustering algo-rithms were presented, using several inter-luster distane metris and parallelomputer arhitetures. These methods also report results on small datasets.P-CLUSTER [54℄ is a distributed-memory lient-server K-means algorithm.Data is partitioned into bloks on a server, whih sends initial luster enters anddata bloks to eah lient. A lient assigns eah reord in its loal blok to thenearest luster, and sends results bak to the server. The server then realulatesthe new enters and another iteration begins. To further improve performaneP-CLUSTER uses that the fat that after the �rst few iterations only a fewreords hange luster assignments, and also the enters have less tendeny tomove in later iterations. They take advantage of these fats to redue the numberof distane alulations, and thus the time of the lustering algorithm.Among the reent methods, MAFIA [55℄, is a distributed memory algorith-m for subspae lustering. Traditional methods, like K-means and hierarhiallustering, �nd lusters in the whole data spae, i.e., they use all dimensions fordistane omputations. Subspae lustering fouses on �nding lusters embeddedin subsets of a high-dimensional spae. MAFIA uses adaptive grids (or bins) ineah dimension, whih are merged to �nd lusters in higher dimensions. Parallelimplementation of MAFIA is similar to assoiation mining. The andidates hereare the potentially dense units (the subspae lusters) in k dimensions, whihhave to be tested if they are truly dense. MAFIA employs task parallelism,where data as well as andidates are equally partitioned among all proessors.Eah proessor omputes loal density, followed by a redution to obtain globaldensity.The paper by Dhillon and Modha in this volume presents a distributed-memory parallelization of K-means, while the paper by Johnson and Karguptadesribes a distributed hierarhial lustering method.2.6 Distributed Mining FrameworksReently, there has been an inreasing interest in distributed and wide-area datamining systems. The fat that many global businesses and sienti� endeavorsrequire aess to multiple, distributed, and often heterogeneous databases, un-dersores the growing importane of distributed data mining.An ideal platform for DDM is a luster of mahines at a loal site, or lusterof lusters spanning a wide area, the so-alled omputational grids, onnetedvia Internet or other high speed networks. As we noted earlier, PDM is bestviewed as a loal omponent within a DDM system. Further the main di�erenesbetween the two is the ost of ommuniation or data movement, and the fatthat DDM must typially handle multiple (possibly heterogeneous) databases.Below we review some reent e�orts in developing DDM frameworks.Most methods/systems for DDM assume that the data is horizontally par-titioned among the sites, and is homogeneous (share the same feature spae).Eah site mines its loal data and generates loally valid onepts. These on-epts are exhanged among all the sites to obtain the globally valid onepts.



14 ZakiThe Partition [8℄ algorithm for assoiation mining is a good example. It is in-herently suitable for DDM. Eah site an generate loally frequent itemsets at agiven threshold level. All loal results are ombined and then evaluated at eahsite to obtain the globally frequent itemsets.Another example is JAM [56, 57℄, a java-based multi-agent system utilizingmeta-learning, used primarily in fraud-detetion appliations. Eah agent buildsa lassi�ation model, and di�erent agents are allowed to build lassi�ers usingdi�erent tehniques. JAM also provides a set of meta-learning agents for ombin-ing multiple models learnt at di�erent sites into a meta-lassi�er that in manyases improves the overall preditive auray. Knowledge Probing [58℄ is anoth-er approah to meta-learning. Knowledge probing retains a desriptive modelafter ombining multiple lassi�ers, rather than treating the meta-lassi�er as ablak-box. The idea is to learn on a separate dataset, the lass preditions fromall the loal lassi�ers.PADMA [59℄ is an agent based arhiteture for distributed mining. Individualagents are responsible for loal data aess, hierarhial lustering in text do-ument lassi�ation, and web based information visualization. The BODHI [60℄DDM system is based on the novel onept of olletive data mining. Naive min-ing of heterogeneous, vertially partitioned, sites an lead to an inorret globaldata model. BODHI guarantees orret loal and global analysis with minimumommuniation.In [61℄ a new distributed do-all primitive, alled D-DOALL, was desribedthat allows easy sheduling of independent mining tasks on a network of work-stations. The framework allows inremental reporting of results, and seeks toredue ommuniation via resoure-aware task sheduling priniples.The Papyrus [62℄ java-based system spei�ally targets wide-area DDM overlusters and meta-lusters. It supports di�erent data, task and model strate-gies. For example, it an move models, intermediate results or raw data betweennodes. It an support oordinated or independent mining, and various method-s for ombining loal models. Papyrus uses PMML (Preditive Model MarkupLanguage) to desribe and exhange mined models. Kensignton [63℄ is anotherjava-based system for distributed enterprise data mining. It is a three-tiered sys-tem, with a lient front-end for GUI, and visual programming of data miningtasks. The middle-layer appliation server provides persistent storage, task exe-ution ontrol, and data management and preproessing funtions. The third-tierimplements a parallel data mining servie.Other reent work in DDM inludes deision tree onstrution over distribut-ed databases [64℄, where the learning agents an only exhange summaries in-stead of raw data, and the databases may have shared attributes. The mainhallenge is to onstrut a deision tree using impliit reords rather than ma-terializing a join over all the datasets. The WoRLD system [65℄ desribes anindutive rule-learning program that learns from data distributed over a net-work. WoRLD also avoids joining databases to reate a entral dataset. Insteadit uses marker-propagation to ompute statistis. A marker is a label of a lassof interest. Counts of the di�erent markers are maintained with eah attribute



Parallel and Distributed Data Mining 15value, and used for evaluating rules. Markers are propagated among di�erenttables to failitate distributed learning.For more information on parallel and distributed data mining see the bookby Freitas and Lavington [66℄ and the edited volume by Kargupta and Chan [67℄.3 Researh Issues and ChallengesIn this setion we highlight some of the outstanding researh issues and a numberof open problems for designing and implementing the next-generation large-salemining methods and KDD systems.High Dimensionality Current methods are only able to hand a few thousanddimensions or attributes. Consider assoiation rule mining as an example. Theseond iteration of the algorithm ounts the frequeny of all pairs of items,whih has quadrati omplexity. In general, the omplexity of di�erent miningalgorithms may not be linear in the number of dimensions, and new parallelmethods are needed that are able to handle large number of attributes.Large Size Databases ontinue to inrease in size. Current methods are able to(perhaps) handle data in the gigabyte range, but are not suitable for terabyte-sized data. Even a single san for these databases is onsidered expensive. Mosturrent algorithms are iterative, and san data multiple times. For example, itis an open problem to mine all frequent assoiations in a single pass, althoughsampling based methods show promise [68, 69℄. In general, minimizing the num-ber of data sans is paramount. Another fator limiting the salability of mostmining algorithms is that they rely on in-memory data strutures for storingpotential patterns and information about them (suh as andidate hash tree [6℄in assoiations, tid hash table [70℄ in lassi�ation). For large databases thesestrutures will ertainly not �t in aggregate system memory. This means thattemporary results will have to be written out to disk or the database will haveto be divided into partitions small enough to be proessed in memory, entailingfurther data sans.Data Loation Today's large-sale data sets are usually logially and physiallydistributed, requiring a deentralized approah to mining. The database may behorizontally partitioned where di�erent sites have di�erent transations, or itmay be vertially partitioned, with di�erent sites having di�erent attributes.Most urrent work has only dealt with the horizontal partitioning approah.The databases may also have heterogeneous shemas.Data Type To-date most data mining researh has foused on strutured data,as it is the simplest, and most amenable to mining. However, support for otherdata types is ruial. Examples inlude unstrutured or semi-strutured (hy-per)text, temporal, spatial and multimedia databases. Mining these is fraughtwith hallenges, but is neessary as multimedia ontent and digital libraries pro-liferate at astounding rates. Tehniques from parallel and distributed omputingwill lie at the heart of any proposed salable solutions.



16 ZakiData Skew One of the problems adversely a�eting load balaning in paral-lel mining algorithms is sensitivity to data skew. Most methods partition thedatabase horizontally in equal-sized bloks. However, the number of patternsgenerated from eah blok an be heavily skewed, i.e., while one blok may on-tribute many, the other may have very few patterns, implying that the proessorresponsible for the latter blok will be idle most of the time. Randomizing thebloks is one solution, but it is still not adequate, given the dynami and inter-ative nature of mining. The e�et of skewness on di�erent algorithms needs tobe further studied (see [71℄ for some reent work).Dynami Load Balaning Most extant algorithms use only a stati par-titioning sheme based on the initial data deomposition, and they assume ahomogeneous, dediated environment. This is far from reality. A typial paralleldatabase server has multiple users, and has transient loads. This alls for an in-vestigation of dynami load balaning shemes. Dynami load balaning is alsoruial in a heterogeneous environment, whih an be omposed of meta- andsuper-lusters, with mahines ranging from ordinary workstations to superom-puters.Inremental Methods Everyday new data is being olleted, and existingdata stores are being updated with the new data or purged of the old one. To-date there have been no parallel or distributed algorithms that are inrementalin nature, whih an handle updates and deletions without having to reomputepatterns or rules over the entire database.Multi-table Mining, Data Layout and Indexing Shemes Almost nowork has been done on mining over multiple tables or over distributed databaseswhih have di�erent shemas. Data in a warehouse is typially arranged in astar shema, with a entral fat table (e.g., point-of-sales data), and assoiat-ed dimension tables (e.g., produt information, manufaturer, et.). Traditionalmining over these multiple tables would �rst require us to reate a large singletable that is the join of all the tables. The joined table also has tremendousamounts of redundany. We need better methods for proessing suh multipletables, without having to materialize a single large view. Also, little work hasbeen done on the optimal or near-optimal data layout or indexing shemes forfast data aess for mining.Parallel DBMS/File Systems To-date most results reported have hand-partitioned the database, mainly horizontally, on di�erent proessors. Therehas been very little study onduted in using a parallel database/�le systemfor managing the partitioned database, and the aompanying striping, andlayout issues. Reently there has been inreasing emphasis on tight databaseintegration of mining [72{75℄, but it has mainly been on�ned to sequential ap-proahes. Some exeptions inlude Data Surveyor [76℄, a mining tool that usesthe Monet database server for parallel lassi�ation rule indution. Also, gener-i set-oriented primitive operations were proposed in [77℄ for lassi�ation andlustering. These primitives were fully integrated with a parallel DBMS.



Parallel and Distributed Data Mining 17Interation, Pattern Management and Meta-level Mining The KDDproess is highly interative, as the human partiipates in almost all the steps.For example, the user is heavily involved in the initial data understanding, se-letion, leaning, and transformation phases. These steps in fat onsume moretime than mining per se. Moreover, depending on the parameters of the searh,mining methods may generate too many patterns to be analyzed diretly. Oneneeds methods to allow meta-level queries [78{80℄ on the results, to impose on-straints that fous on patterns of interest [81, 82℄, to re�ne or generalize rules [83,84℄, et. Thus there is a need for a omplete set of tools that query and mine thepattern/model database as well. Parallel methods an be suessful in providingthe desired rapid response in all of the above steps.4 Book OrganizationThis book ontains hapters overing all the major tasks in data mining inludingparallel and distributed mining frameworks, assoiations, sequenes, lusteringand lassi�ation. We provide a brief synopsis of eah hapter below, organizedunder four main headings.4.1 Mining FrameworksGraham Williams et al. present Data Miner's Arade, a java-based platform-independent system for integrating multiple analysis and mining tools, using aommon API, and providing seamless data aess aross multiple systems. Com-ponents of the DM Arade inlude parallel algorithms (e.g., BMARS - multipleadaptive regression B-splines), virtual environments for data visualization, anddata management for mining.Bailey et al. desribe the implementation of Osiris, a data server for wide-area distributed data mining, built upon lusters, meta-lusters (with ommoditynetwork like Internet) and super-lusters (with high-speed network). Osiris ad-dresses three key issues: What data layout should be used on the server? Whattradeo�s are there in moving data or preditive models between nodes? How datashould be moved to minimize lateny; what protools should be used? Experi-ments were performed on a wide-area system linking Chiago and Washingtonvia the NSF/MCI vBNS network.Parthasarathy et al. present InterAt, an ative mining framework for dis-tributed mining. Ative mining refers to methods that maintain valid mined pat-terns or models in the presene of user interation and database updates. Theframework uses mining summary strutures that are maintained aross updatesor hanges in user spei�ations. InterAt also allows e�etive lient-server dataand omputation sharing. Ative mining results were presented on a number ofmethods like disretization, assoiations, sequenes, and similarity searh.



18 Zaki4.2 Assoiation Rules and SequenesJoshi et al. open this setion with a survey hapter on parallel mining of as-soiation rules and sequenes. They disuss the many extant parallel solutions,and give an aount of the hallenges and issues for e�etive formulations ofdisovering frequent itemsets and sequenes.Morishita and Nakaya desribe a novel parallel algorithm for mining orre-lated assoiation rules. They mine rules based on the hi-squared metri thatoptimizes the statistial signi�ane or orrelation between the rule anteedentand onsequent. A parallel branh-and-bound algorithm was proposed that us-es a term rewriting tehnique to avoid expliitly maintaining lists of open andlosed nodes on eah proessor. Experiments on SMP platforms (with up to 128proessors) show very good speedups.Shintani and Kitsuregawa propose new load balaning strategies for general-ized assoiation rule mining using a gigabyte-sized database on a luster of 100PCs onneted with an ATM network. In generalized assoiations the items areat the leaf levels in a hierarhy or taxonomy of items, and the goal is to disoverrules involving onepts at multiple (and mixed) levels. They show that loadbalaning is ruial for performane on suh large-sale lusters.Zaki presents pSPADE, a parallel algorithm for sequene mining. pSPADEdivides the pattern searh spae into disjoint, independent sub-problems basedon suÆx-lasses, eah of whih an be solved in parallel in an asynhronousmanner. Task parallelism and dynami inter- and intra-lass load balaning isused for good performane. Results on a 12 proessor SMP using up to a 1 GBdataset show good speedup and saleup.4.3 Classi�ationSkilliorn presents parallel tehniques for generating preditors for lassi�ationand regression models. A reent trend in learning is to build multiple preditionmodels on di�erent samples from the training set, and ombine them, allowingfaster indution and lower error rates. This framework is highly amenable toparallelism and forms the fous of this paper.Goil and Choudhary implemented a parallel deision tree lassi�er using theaggregates omputed in multidimensional analysis or OLAP. They ompute ag-gregates/ounts per lass along various dimensions, whih an then be used foromputing the attribute split-points. Communiation is minimized by oalesingmessages and is done one per tree level. Experiments on a 16 node IBM SP2were presented.Hall et al. desribe distributed rule indution for learning a single modelfrom disjoint datasets. They �rst learn loal rules from a single site; these aremerged to form a global rule set. They show that while this approah promisesfast indution, auray tapers o� (as ompared to diretly mining the wholedatabase) as the number of sites inreases. They suggested some heuristis tominimize this loss in auray.



Parallel and Distributed Data Mining 194.4 ClusteringJohnson and Kargupta present the Colletive Hierarhial Clustering algorithmfor lustering over distributed, heterogeneous databases. Rather than gatheringthe data at a entral site, they generate loal luster models, whih are subse-quently ombined to obtain the global lustering.Dhillon and Modha parallelized the K-means lustering algorithm on a 16node IBM SP2 distributed-memory system. They exploit the inherent data par-allelism of the K-means algorithm, by performing the point-to-entroid distanealulations in parallel. They demonstrated linear speedup on a 2GB dataset.5 ConlusionWe onlude by observing that the need for large-sale data mining algorithmsand systems is real and immediate. Parallel and distributed omputing is essen-tial for providing salable, inremental and interative mining solutions. The �eldis in its infany, and o�ers many interesting researh diretions to pursue. Wehope that this volume, representing the state-of-the-art in parallel and distribut-ed mining methods, will be suessful in bringing to surfae the requirement andhallenges in large-sale parallel KDD systems.Referenes1. Fayyad, U., Piatetsky-Shapiro, G., Smyth, P.: From data mining to knowledgedisovery: An overview. [85℄2. Fayyad, U., Piatetsky-Shapiro, G., Smyth, P.: The KDD proess for extratinguseful knowledge from volumes of data. Communiations of the ACM 39 (1996)3. Simoudis, E.: Reality hek for data mining. IEEE Expert: Intelligent Systemsand Their Appliations 11 (1996) 26{334. DeWitt, D., Gray, J.: Parallel database systems: The future of high-performanedatabase systems. Communiations of the ACM 35 (1992) 85{985. Valduriez, P.: Parallel database systems: Open problems and new issues. Dis-tributed and Parallel Databases 1 (1993) 137{1656. Agrawal, R., Mannila, H., Srikant, R., Toivonen, H., Verkamo, A.I.: Fast disoveryof assoiation rules. In Fayyad, U., et al, eds.: Advanes in Knowledge Disoveryand Data Mining, AAAI Press, Menlo Park, CA (1996) 307{3287. Park, J.S., Chen, M., Yu, P.S.: An e�etive hash based algorithm for miningassoiation rules. In: ACM SIGMOD Intl. Conf. Management of Data. (1995)8. Savasere, A., Omieinski, E., Navathe, S.: An eÆient algorithm for mining asso-iation rules in large databases. In: 21st VLDB Conf. (1995)9. Brin, S., Motwani, R., Ullman, J., Tsur, S.: Dynami itemset ounting and im-pliation rules for market basket data. In: ACM SIGMOD Conf. Management ofData. (1997)10. Zaki, M.J., Parthasarathy, S., Ogihara, M., Li, W.: New algorithms for fast dis-overy of assoiation rules. In: 3rd Intl. Conf. on Knowledge Disovery and DataMining. (1997)
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